
Take in all these seminars and more at the AOPA campus (booth 463), located 
across from the Brown Arch!

MONDAY, JULY 20

10:00 – 10:45 Lightspeed: 21st Century Headsets - Quiet, Smart, and Personal 
with Teresa De Mers

 Learn about the latest headset technologies and why they are important to you.

11:00 – 11:45 Laugh and Learn with Rod Machado
 Laugh and learn with Rod as he shares his best stories acquired through 10,000 hours of flight 

time earned the hard way—one CFI hour at a time.

12:00 – 12:45 NORAD: TFRs and Intercept Procedures
 Learn practical steps to avoid Temporary Flight Restrictions (TFRs). Join NORAD fighter pilots 

in an informative session that will keep you out of trouble, and off the evening news.

1:00 – 1:45 Air Safety Institute: Mind Over Matter with George Perry
 Being a safe pilot requires more than good stick and rudder skills. Learn simple techniques 

from a leading expert on how to increase pilot performance and reduce pilot error.

2:00 – 2:45 Jeppesen: RNAV Revealed with Nathan Kurth and Slim Morgan
 Area Navigation (RNAV) has changed how thousands of pilots fly. Get refreshed on some 

critical RNAV tips and tricks to help you get more from today’s technology.
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TUESDAY, JULY 21

10:00 – 10:45 Lockheed: Not the Flight Service You Once Knew with Joe Daniele
 Learn how Lockheed Martin Flight Service is delivering easy-to-understand weather and 

flight information through the web, flight planning apps, and satellite position monitoring and 
communications devices.

11:00 – 11:45 ADS-B: What Do I Need for 2020? with Mike Collins / Panel
 Join us for a panel discussion with avionics manufacturers which will explore the ins and outs 

of complying with FAA’s January 1, 2020 mandate for ADS-B Out.

12:00 – 12:45 Air Safety Institute: Loss of Control with Bruce Landsberg
 Join AOPA Senior Safety Advisor Bruce Landsberg in an interactive discussion regarding loss 

of control. It’s a leading cause of fatal accidents, and strikes when least expected.

1:00 – 1:45 Free! Ice Cream Social with Mark Baker
 Cool off with refreshing ice cream while AOPA President Mark Baker talks about the latest 

efforts in Washington, D.C. and other key AOPA initiatives.

2:00 – 2:45 The Kings on Unwanted Adventure with John / Martha King
 Combining humor and real-world experience, the Kings will present the universal lessons 

they’ve learned from years of traveling by airplane throughout the U.S.

3:00 – 3:45 Garmin: Action Cameras—Capturing Awesome Video and Tips for Editing  
with Joey Ferreyra

 Learn how to capture and share awesome in-flight action video. Using practical examples, this 
presentation will discuss ways to mount the camera, tips for planning awesome footage and 
ways to share your story with the world using Garmin’s line of VIRB action cameras.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 22

7:30 – 11:00 Free! Rusty Pilots Seminar Sponsored by AOPA Aviation Finance 
with Kelby Ferwerda and Chris Moser

 Life may have gotten in the way, but the dream of flight can be yours again. Join us and get 
started on the journey back into the left seat. RSVP at www.RustyPilots.org. (includes light 
refreshments)

12:00 – 12:45 ADS-B: Strategies for Equipping with Mike Collins / Panel
 This panel of avionics manufacturers will explore ways to meet the FAA’s 2020 mandate for 

ADS-B Out to include upgrading existing cockpit avionics.

1:00 – 1:45 Maximum Fun, Minimum Cost: Starting and Growing a Flying Club 
with Kelby Ferwerda

 Join AOPA Flying Club Manager Kelby Ferwerda for a discussion about flying affordably in one 
of the most fun ways possible!

2:00 – 2:45 Air Safety Institute: Thunderstorms and ATC with Bruce Landsberg
 It’s THE summertime menace. Join AOPA Senior Safety Advisor Bruce Landsberg and an air 

traffic controller as they explain the ways to navigate stormy skies.

3:00 – 3:45 Avidyne: Improving Technologically Advanced Aircraft (TAA) Cockpits 
with Tom Harper

 The FAA and ASF studies of Technically Advanced Aircraft (TAAs) provided significant 
findings and safety recommendations. Learn how Avidyne has leveraged these findings in the 
development of next generation avionics.

Take in all these seminars and more at the AOPA campus (booth 463), located 
across from the Brown Arch!



THURSDAY, JULY 23

10:00 – 10:45 Decision Making in Crisis with CDR Kirk Lippold
 Based on real-life experience as commander of the USS Cole, learn how to get the most from 

your flight preparation and abilities as a pilot.

11:00 – 11:45 Aviation Safety: A Legal and Practical Perspective with Kathy Yodice/Panel
 Join us for a discussion on the Aviation Safety Reporting Service (the “NASA Report”) that 

pilots can participate in to effect change and increase safety.

11:00 – 11:45 Patty Wagstaff Autograph Signing
 Get an autograph and take a photo with the most well-known female pilot in the world! 

Located outside the AOPA main tent.

12:00 – 12:45 Splash!  Enter the World of Seaplane Flying with Woody Minar
 Discover how to have fun AND enhance your flying skills with a seaplane rating.

1:00 – 1:45 Air Safety Institute: Real World Weather with Andy Miller
 Weather is the single biggest variable in flying. We’ll take a no-nonsense look at how you can 

get better, more complete weather information—and make better, more informed decisions.

2:00 – 2:45 Cirrus: Whole Airframe Ballistic Parachutes—Myths, Facts, and Strategies for Use 
with Travis Klumb

 Whole-airframe ballistic parachutes are great innovations. Get the unique system knowledge 
and develop specific strategies you need in order for the system to be truly effective.

5:30 – 7:00 Flight School Business Social Sponsored by Jeppesen 
(For flight school owners, managers, and CFIs)

FRIDAY, JULY 24

9:00 – 10:30 Free! Coffee and Donuts with Mark Baker
 Talk with AOPA President Mark Baker and learn about the latest efforts in Washington, D.C. and 

other key initiatives over FREE coffee and donuts.

11:00 – 11:45 ADS-B: What Do I Need for 2020? with Mike Collins / Panel
 Join us for a panel discussion with avionics manufacturers which will explore the ins and outs 

of complying with the FAA’s January 1, 2020 mandate for ADS-B Out.

11:00 – 11:45 Patty Wagstaff Autograph Signing
 Get an autograph and take a photo with the most well-known female pilot in the world! 

Located outside the AOPA main tent.

12:00 – 12:45 Air Safety Institute: Mind Over Matter with George Perry
 Being a safe pilot requires more than good stick and rudder skills. Learn simple techniques 

from a leading expert to increase pilot performance and reduce pilot error.

1:00 – 1:45 Top 10 iPad Tips for Pilots with Bret Koebbe (Sportys)
 The iPad has become a required piece of equipment for many pilots these days that has both 

increased safety and reduced the costs associated with flying. This presentation will cover a 
series of 10 tips that pilots of all experience levels should know when flying with the iPad.

2:00 – 2:45 NORAD: TFRs and Intercept Procedures
 Being a safe pilot requires more than good stick and rudder skills. Learn simple techniques 

from a leading expert to increase pilot performance and reduce pilot error.

3:00 – 3:45 iPad in the Cockpit 101 with Kay Sundaram
 Learn the basics of buying, setting up, preflighting, and using an iPad in the cockpit.

Take in all these seminars and more at the AOPA campus (booth 463), located 
across from the Brown Arch!



SATURDAY, JULY 25

7:30 – 11:00 Free! Rusty Pilots Seminar Sponsored by AeroShell 
with Kelby Ferwerda and Chris Moser

 Life may have gotten in the way, but the dream of flight can be yours again. Join us and get 
started on the journey back into the left seat. RSVP at www.RustyPilots.org. (includes light 
refreshments)

11:00 – 11:45 Patty Wagstaff Autograph Signing
 Get an autograph and take a photo with the most well-known female pilot in the world! 

Located outside the AOPA main tent.

12:00 – 12:45 ADS-B: Strategies for Equipping  
with Mike Collins / Panel

 This panel of avionics manufacturers will explore ways to meet the FAA’s 2020 mandate for 
ADS-B Out, to include upgrading existing cockpit avionics.

1:00 – 1:45 No-Pilot to Co-Pilot: Basic Skills for Non-Pilots  
with Chris Moser

 Learn how to be a part of the flight crew with skills like chart reading and radio operation that 
will make your pilot’s job easier!

2:00 – 2:45 Air Safety Institute: Accident Case Study Live  
with Andy Miller

 This discussion aims to put a new spin on safety-oriented accident analysis, working through 
physical evidence, eyewitness testimony, and other leads to figure out exactly what went 
wrong, and why.

SUNDAY, JULY 26

10:00 – 10:45 Jeppesen: RNAV Revealed  
with Nathan Kurth and Slim Morgan

 Area Navigation (RNAV) has changed how you fly. Get refreshed on some critical RNAV tips 
and tricks to help you get more from today’s technology.

11:00 – 11:45 Lockheed: Not the Flight Service You Once Knew  
with Joe Daniele

 Learn how Lockheed Martin Flight Service is delivering easy-to-understand weather and 
flight information through the web, flight planning apps, and satellite position monitoring and 
communications devices.

12:00 – 12:45 Air Safety Institute: Mind Over Matter  
with George Perry

 Being a safe pilot requires more than good stick and rudder skills. Learn simple techniques 
from a leading expert to increase pilot performance and reduce pilot error.

1:00 – 1:45 iPad in the Cockpit 101  
with Kay Sundaram

 Learn the basics of buying, setting up, preflighting, and using the iPad in the cockpit.

2:00 – 2:45 Cirrus: Whole-airframe Ballistic Parachutes – Myths, Facts, and Strategies for Use 
with Chad Friedrich

 Whole-airframe ballistic parachutes are great innovations. Get the unique system knowledge 
and develop specific strategies you need in order for the system to be truly effective.

Take in all these seminars and more at the AOPA campus (booth 463), located 
across from the Brown Arch!


